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Critical Realism and Heterodoxy​[1]​
As indicated at the time, only with considerable reluctance have I offered contributions critical of critical realism in economics, CRE, Fine (2004, 2006a and 2007). This is because I am predominantly in agreement with its substantive criticism of mainstream economics for its closed ontology and undue reliance upon axiomatic deductive methods. My main substantive reservation has concerned its transcendental methodology and corresponding universalism in approach at the expense of social and historical (and hence theoretical?) specificity. By contrast, the main thrust of my critical commentaries are strategic, concerning the efficacy in practice of CRE’s critique of the mainstream to the extent that it remains confined to questions of ontology and methodology with which the mainstream itself refuses to engage.
	Tony Lawson’s (2006) assessment of heterodox economics has, however, prompted me to confront CRE once more. In sum, if at risk of parody, it is as if Lawson is determined only to classify (heterodox) economics through the prism of ontology. The result is a sharp dualism in terms of closed and open approaches, accommodating the orthodox/mainstream/neoclassical and (all) heterodoxy, respectively. In addition, orthodoxy is marked predominantly by mathematical formalism, deductivism and atomism (if not, optimising individuals). It is perceived to be reducible to its methodology and not to be defined by core if in part shifting theoretical content (and by more general, and equally shifting, intellectual and other context). Within this ontology/methodology, the mainstream is perceived to be extraordinarily flexible and not otherwise bound to particular theoretical principles or practices. Paradoxically, the same is true of heterodoxy, the only difference being that it is fragmented and dispersed, inhabiting different approaches simultaneously. Heterodoxies have an open ontology but otherwise are distinguished by particular concerns whether by subject matter, method or theoretical principle.
	This reading of heterodoxy/orthodoxy not only reflects the CRE stance but is designed to promote it. Come on heterodoxies, you may not realise it but you are as close to being members of the CRE school.as makes no difference. My own take on orthodoxy and heterodoxy is different and, once again, I find the CRE position strategically worrisome, not least for relegating the substantive content of both heterodoxy and orthodoxy to the status of epiphenomenon.
	Lawson’s characterisation of heterodoxy is highly selective. There is, for example, no mention of Marxist political economy which is both ontologically open and subject to wide subject matter. Much the same is true of the new institutional and evolutionary economics although its heterogeneity and spread is dismissed as indicative of only having an open ontology in common, the same interpretation being offered in case of post-Keynesianism which, inconveniently, like the other two, often straddles the heterodox/orthodox divide.​[2]​
	These are serious reservations over the interpretation of heterodoxy and, but for the atomism and a bit more maths, Ricardo would be orthodox as the first and most prominent political economist committed to deductivism. But my primary concern is over CRE’s interpretation of orthodoxy as it is both wrong and limited. The case that it is distinguished merely by virtue of its ontology and a bit of methodology (deductive mathematical formalism and atomism) is slight, merely referring in a sense to idiosyncratic extremes on the “edge” of the discipline. This term is borrowed from Colander et al (2004) who deny the orthodoxy as it is on the grounds that it is already being replaced by something else that is inevitably perceived not currently to be in the core.
	This is surely the hair of the tail, or the tale of the hair, wagging the dog that,​[3]​ in the space available, I can only support by offering an alternative interpretation of orthodoxy, mainstream and neoclassical that are one and the same despite the claim of Colander et al to the contrary. Whilst there is no denying the crucial importance of mathematical deductivism to the mainstream, it is not sacrosanct and, hence, a defining characteristic in the sense that other elements take precedence if there is a conflict (despite the discipline’s own claim to mathematical rigour). 
	What are these other elements? It is the technical apparatus or architecture​[4]​ established by the mainstream from the marginalist revolution onwards. Most fundamental is the use of utility and production functions, with accompanying assumptions to allow the theory to proceed regardless of any other considerations – methodology, realism, other theory, empirical evidence and mathematics – to the contrary. The maths in the past has shown us that we need fixed preferences, endowments and technologies, and meanings of goods and identities, no externalities, gross substitutes, full information and no increasing returns for the existence, uniqueness and stability of general equilibrium. Instead of being rejected on these grounds, the assumptions are made to support the technical apparatus whether they are made explicit or not. Much the same is true across all destructive mathematical results – Arrow’s impossibility theorem, the theory of the second best, factor reversals, aggregation problems (including Cambridge capital theory), and so on. This is not the definition of orthodoxy by its adherence to mathematical formalism and deductivism but by its rejection whenever inconvenient.​[5]​ 
	This technical apparatus was launched by the marginalist revolution and, through a sequence of compromises (more exactly reductions) in methodology, conceptual content, and scope of application, perfected through Hicks, Samuelson, Arrow and Debreu.​[6]​ It has gathered strength within the discipline (as core theory and as microfoundations) and in its designs on other disciplines, especially since it has been wedded to market imperfections and targeted on the explanation of both economic and non-economic phenomena (economics imperialism).​[7]​
	Enduring commitment to this technical apparatus explains the persistence but not the necessity of equilibrium, efficiency, laissez-faire ideology, the optimising individual and so on. To a large extent, even those approaches on the edge within the mainstream take this technical apparatus at least as point of departure, adding other forms of behaviour or modifying technical assumptions or, because institutions, history, path dependence, aggregation now matter, glorifying previous inconveniences as the way forward to add wrinkle or complexity.​[8]​ In this sense, CRE and orthodoxy are situated towards opposite extremes of analytical interpretation – one tending only to see ontology and the other only technical apparatus. Both are right but partial in terms of the orthdoxy’s character. The specification of the orthodoxy is not a fixed ontology nor a fixed technical apparatus but a shifting historical logic that welds the two. The reductionist passage from the marginalist revolution to general equilibrium has in part been thrown into reverse at least as far as the pretensions to scope of application of standard microeconomics are concerned. More than anything else, it is more of the same technical apparatus on a broader canvas rather than a shift in canvas. 
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^1	  Thanks to colleagues and Tony Lawson for suggestions on an earlier version.
^2	  Has Lawson (1999) forgotten his previous attempt to convince the other, more deductive side of post Keynesianism to join CRE?
^3	  The idea of heterogeneous agents, non-linear dynamics, multiple equilibria and so on is becoming something of a cliché in terms of the direction being taken by the mainstream. Like the cavalry, when will it actually arrive at the scene of the action? See debate between Fine (1999) and Thompson (1997 and 1999).
^4	  I borrow this term from Humam Al-Jazaeri.
^5	  This view of the mainstream has been inspired by Moscati (2005) and Giocoli (2005). There are other issues around the way in which economics uses mathematics that cannot be discussed here. But see, for example, symposium in Economic Journal, vol 108, no 451, 1998, and Fine (2006b).
^6	  For details for this and what follows, see Fine and Milonakis (2007).
^7	  See cited references and http://www.soas.ac.uk/departments/departmentinfo.cfm?navid=490
^8	  And all the new orthodoxies since the marginalist revolution, that were previously on the edge have conformed to this technical apparatus – from partial to general equilibrium, from micro-foundations to macro, adaptive to rational expectations, imperfect markets and asymmetric information, and any number of  “new” economic fields -  growth, geography, finance, sociology, development and so on.
